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Summary
Hazeley Heath, which supports rare heathland fauna and habitats, requires ongoing management to
prevent succession to secondary woodland and to improve the condition of the habitat. Managed by
Hart District Council (HDC) and RSPB (RSPB), it comprises two commons that are much valued for
quiet recreation by the local community. HDC and RSPB are developing a new five-year management
plan for the site, and wished to consult with the local community and other stakeholders about the
future management of the commons. A consultation process following that set out in the
government guidance A Common Purpose is therefore being used. To date, the consultation has
involved an online questionnaire, a drop-in day, a guided walk on Hazeley Heath, and letters sent to
around 320 local residents, relevant organisations and commoners. This report summarises the
findings of the consultation and makes recommendations for the management of the common.
The questionnaire revealed that most respondents were local, and visited the common to walk.
Many also visited for dog walking, nature study, and quiet relaxation. At least two thirds of
respondents visited the common at least weekly, and about a third daily. Most arrived on foot, with
about a third arriving by car. Respondents visited Hazeley Heath predominantly because of the
scenery and open views, peace and quiet and wildness, also easy access, wildlife and circular routes.
Most concerns raised by respondents were centred around dogs (dog mess, uncontrolled dogs) and
also the poor condition of paths. While most users felt current management was about right, some
specific suggestions were made; those concerning path maintenance, access and grazing were most
frequent.
When asked about specific management practices, over three-quarters of respondents said they
would like to see grazing, just over half would like to see vegetation stripping/mowing and less than
half, burning. If grazing were to be continued on the site, over 80% of respondents said they would
like to see cattle and 72% ponies. Of those who responded about fencing, about 60% would like to
see large fenced enclosures/additional perimeter fencing and just under half would like to see
several small enclosures.
While nearly three-quarters of respondents thought the information at car parking points was
enough, more information on wildlife and management, control of dogs and walking routes and
maps were also requested. Just over half of all respondents had views on whether other facilities
should be provided - half of these thought not. In terms of involvement with the site, there was most
interest in work parties and guided walks.
Written responses and those arising from the drop in day tended to be more specific and included
issues around the needs of wildlife (including the benefits or otherwise of different management
practices), the needs and preferences of the public using the site (including those relating to paths,
signage, access, minimising conflict between users and habitat management), the archaeological
value of the site, aspects relating to managing for wildlife and works on commons, and views on the
grazing trial and the financial cost/benefits of grazing.
As a result of this consultation, a series of recommendations are made about the future
management of the site, which are summarised here:
 Continue to manage Hazeley Heath using all the main heathland management techniques
including mowing, controlled burning, grazing and turf stripping as part of a five year
management plan.
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 Prepare and consult with the Hazeley Heath Consultative Group (HHCG) on a five year work
programme for the clearance of trees and scrub, creation of bare ground, mowing, bracken
control, rotational gorse management, designing and installing an effective fire break system.
 Carry out a public consultation with stakeholders (including HHCG) on a preferred option for
future grazing on the common involving fencing the unfenced boundaries to the east of the
B3011; installing invisible fencing around the area of the dump in the south and possibly
additional areas to provide a stock free area with access to the boundaries; installing gates on
all access points and grids on access; using temporary electric fences for short periods if
grazing is required the west of the B3011. Consideration of the results of the further
consultation with users and stakeholders in the common will be necessary before a final
decision is made as to whether to pursue this option.
 Set up a robust habitat and species monitoring strategy to assess the effects of habitat
management.
 Carry out a further visitor survey in five years’ time. Install automatic counters at main access
points. Carry out a path condition survey and prepare and consult on a path maintenance
plan.
 Provide a publicly available, summary version of a habitat and visitor management plan
following the consultation outlined above.
 Staff of the relevant organisations should take steps to keep in touch with the local
community, to establish and foster contacts with local organisations and minority users of the
Commons (including through the HHCG) and to consult relevant representatives over path,
bridleway and track maintenance plans on an annual basis.
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1.

Introduction

1.1

Hazeley Heath is a small remnant of what was once a much larger heathland
landscape. It probably escaped agricultural “improvement” or development as it
is common land although it is no longer used in the traditional way for grazing by
cattle and horses and collection of bracken and firewood. Much of the open
heath has been invaded by woodland, gorse and bracken, following heavy
military use during WWII and there is an area of grass and scrub on one of the
old gravel pits which was used as a refuse tip until the 1970s

1.2

Despite this succession to other habitats, the remaining heathland and bog (or
‘valley mire’) supports rare heathland birds and specialist plants, such as the
insectivorous Round-leaved Sundew. The importance of the site was recognised
in the designation of Hazeley Heath as a protected site (a Site of Special
Scientific Interest – SSSI) in 1979 and more recently as part of the Thames Basin
Heaths Special Protection Area (a European designation aimed at protecting the
habitat of endangered birds). In addition to Woodlark, Dartford warbler and
Nightjar, Hazeley Heath supports reptiles such as Adder, Common Lizard and
Grass Snake, and a wide range of invertebrates including the beautiful Silverstudded Blue butterfly, the nationally scarce Bog Bush-cricket, and several
scarce spiders, ground bugs, beetles and flies.

1.3

Hazeley Heath is an attractive natural area which people come to enjoy for the
tranquillity and for its wildlife and landscape. It is used mainly for quiet
recreation, including walking, dog walking, horse riding and wildlife watching.
There is open access to the heath for pedestrians and horse riders and there are
also a number of footpaths (including public rights of way) and a bridleway
running across the heath. There is no formal car park, but there are laybys along
the B3011 with room for a few cars.

1.4

The continuing growth of trees and scrub together with the spread of bracken
and grasses as a result of airborne nitrogen arising from the burning of fossil
fuels, poses the most serious threat to the surviving heath. Many characteristic
heathland species only thrive on acid heathland soils with low nitrogen
availability. Without some form of intervention, the existing areas of open
heathland will be lost.

1.5

Hazeley Heath is managed by Hart District Council (HDC) (the southern end) and
RSPB (the northern end) with the aim of maintaining it as a haven for wildlife
and a place of peace and tranquillity for the enjoyment of visitors. Overall, the
site is classified as ‘unfavourable’ for wildlife, mainly because of the amount of
woodland, scrub, gorse and bracken, and the low cover of heathers and other
7

heathland species. Most of the areas that are currently open heathland rather
than woodland or scrub are, however, considered to be in good condition due to
the management undertaken by HDC and RSPB.
1.6

HDC and RSPB need to undertake restoration work in addition to continuing
management of the existing heathland, which currently covers about one fifth of
the site. To restore heathland, some trees and scrub, including gorse need to be
removed Bracken is also dominant in some areas, and needs be controlled to
allow heathland to regenerate. Purple Moor-grass is also widespread on Hazeley
Heath. It is a tussocky grass that sheds its leaves in winter, so a thick thatch of
dead material builds up. Purple Moor-grass swards form hummocks that are
difficult and often hazardous to walk through, pose a big fire risk and are poor
for wildlife. This grass is resistant to fire and recovers quickly after burning.

1.7

One of the main aims of management is therefore to reduce the levels of
nitrogen already present in the soils and vegetation and to counter the annual
inputs which are still occurring. To maintain the wildlife interest and reduce
nutrient levels in the mire and heathland habitats, management is needed to
encourage heathland plants and suppress competition from Purple Moor-grass.

1.8

Various management actions are appropriate for heathland restoration and
subsequent maintenance, including scrub clearance, cutting, burning, grazing
and scraping. The suitability of each depends on the circumstances, and they are
not mutually exclusive – generally a combination is required. A consultation
process on the management of Hazeley Heath began in 2006 and led to the
grazing trial that ran between 2009 and 2014. Following this, Hart District
Council and RSPB needed to consider the way forward and appointed Footprint
Ecology to advise on engagement with visitors and local communities to gain a
better understanding of visitor patterns and seek the views of visitors and others
on future management options for the site.

2.

Consultation methods

2.1

The methods employed for public consultation about the future management of
Hazeley Heath were: an online survey, a drop in day, a guided walk and letters to
relevant organisations, commoners and neighbouring property owners.

2.2

An online questionnaire survey was set up, and publicised via notices set up at
access points on the heath, notices around Hartley Wintney and in a local
publication and via letters sent to around 125 houses in the vicinity of Hazeley
Heath. Paper copies were available on request. A background paper and leaflet
about Hazeley Heath and management requirements were made available
8

online. The questionnaire was available between Mid-December and 26th
February 2016.
2.3

A drop in day was held at Victoria Hall in Hartley Wintney on 16th January 2016
and the public invited to come and talk to staff from Hart District Council, RSPB
and Footprint Ecology about management options. The background paper, maps
and information displays were available, together with paper copies of the
questionnaire. This event was publicised as above. A guided walk was also held
by HDC and RSPB on 20th February 2016.

2.4

Around 85 letters were emailed or sent to conservation, access and recreation
organisations asking for the organisations view of the future management of
Hazeley Heath, with links to the background paper. Similarly, letters were sent
to all six registered commoners and 230 letters were delivered by hand to
nearby properties.

3.

Questionnaire results

3.1

There were 101 questionnaires submitted, mostly online. One was completed
only as far as question 7. Ninety-seven responses included valid postcode data.
Note that, because the number of questionnaire was so close to 100, total
number and percentage data are not both presented for each question (as
would normally be the case) as they are almost identical. Not all respondents
answered each question, and where the total number is different from 101 this
is stated in the text.

Where respondents travel from
3.2

Respondents’ home postcodes are shown in Map 1. Most respondents were
from Hampshire (91) with four from Surrey and two from Berkshire. Sixty-one
respondents were from within Hartley Wintney, eleven respondents from
outlying houses and hamlets within 500m of Hazeley Heath. Eighty-three
respondents lived within 5km of the site. The respondent postcode at the
greatest distance from Hazeley Heath is in Eastleigh.
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Activity
The main activities undertaken by respondents on visits to Hazeley Heath are shown in
3.3

Figure 1. Multiple activities could be selected. Nearly 80% of respondents said
they visited to walk while just over 40% visited for each of nature study, dog
walking or quiet relaxation. The remaining activities were each undertaken by
around 10% of visitors or fewer. Note that this does not give an indication of
how many visitors to Hazeley Heath are likely to be carrying out a particular
activity over any given time period - as respondents were self-selecting (i.e. they
were the ones who chose to respond to the questionnaire) they are not
necessarily representative of all visitors to Hazeley Heath at any one time and
visit frequency may differ between those undertaking different activities (see
para 3.9).
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Walking

80
Other

Figure 1: Activities carried out by respondent at Hazeley Heath.

Most visitors undertook more than one activity (see

3.4

Table 1Table 2). For example, 30 walkers also visited for dog walking (i.e. 43% of
walkers also walked one or more dogs at Hazeley Heath). Only 26 respondents
visited for only one activity (see Table 2). These were mainly walkers and dog
walkers, but also a high percentage of horse riders plus one person visiting for
nature study and one person for other.
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Table 1: The number of activities undertaken at Hazeley Heath by respondents.

3.5

No. of activities

No. of respondents

1

26

2

27

3

27

4

15

5

4

6

1

7

1

Other activities given were:










3.6

Blackberry picking, puddle jumping
Conservation Volunteer (x4)
RSPB work party & guided walks
Enjoying the countryside views and nature
Group walks.
I live on the Heath
Photography
Safe place for ill son to get fresh air
Teaching young people plant identification, life cycles of plants and animals,
navigation minus maps

Note that two respondents had added activities under other that were recategorised before analysis as nature study (birdwatching and botanical
recording) and are not included in the above list. Two respondents had entered
other activities but not ticked other, which again was amended.
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Table 2: Multiple activities undertaken by respondents on their most recent visit to Hazeley Heath. The shaded first figure in each row shows the total number of
people who undertook that activity. The subsequent figures in each row and above in the column show how many out of that total undertook each other activity (many
undertook several activities).
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Map 2: The distribution of respondents’ postcodes within 5km of the site according to main activity types.
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3.7

Map 2 shows the postcodes of respondents according to activity. Any trends are
probably obscured by the selection of multiple activities by many respondents.
However, shorter distances between home postcodes and the centre of Hazeley
heath were found for horse riders, cyclists, dog walkers and quiet relaxation,
while longer distances were generally found for those visiting for nature study
or picnicking (see Table 3).

Table 3: Median distances to centre of site (km).
Activity

Median distance

Count

Walking

1.65

76

Dog walking

1.46

41

Cycling

1.47

8

Horse riding

1.43

8

Running

1.58

5

Quiet relaxation

1.47

39

2

43

Jogging

1.72

5

Picnicking

1.91

7

Other

1.65

14

Nature study

Frequency
3.8

Most respondents (66%) visited at least weekly, while the remainder were split
roughly equally between those who visited monthly and those who visited less
than monthly. Of those who visited at least weekly, 35 (just over 50%) visited
daily (see Figure 2).

Visit frequency

32%

34%

18%

Daily

16%

Less Often

Monthly

Figure 2: The frequency with which respondents visit Hazeley Heath.
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Weekly

3.9

Frequency of visit varied with activity type. For example, respondents who
included dog walking in their activities were most likely to visit daily, while
respondents who included nature study or other were most likely to visit less
than monthly. This is shown in Figure 3 (n.b. most respondents carried out more
than one activity).

Frequency by activity
Cycling
Picnicking
Horse riding
Horse riding
Running/jogging
Other
Quiet relaxation
Dog walking
Nature study
Walking
0%

20%
Daily

40%
Weekly

Monthly

60%

80%

100%

Less Often

Figure 3: The frequency with which respondents visited Hazeley Heath according to activity.

3.10

Half of all daily and weekly visitors live within 1.5km of the centre of the site (see
Table 4 and Map 3).

Table 4: Average distance from site of respondents’ home postcodes according to visit frequency.
Visit frequency

Median distance from site

Count

Daily

1.50

32

Weekly

1.47

31

Monthly

2.03

18

Less Often

4.05

16

Mode of transport
3.11

Most respondents travel to Hazeley Heath on foot. Despite the limited parking,
about one third arrive by car, and a small percentage on horseback.
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Map 3: Frequency of visit to site by all respondents within 5km of the site.
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Mode of transport
6%
31%

63%

Car

On foot

On horse back

Figure 4: Ways in which respondents travel to Hazeley Heath.

Membership of conservation and amenity organisations
3.12

Forty-five of the 101 respondents belong to a conservation or amenity
organisations. Many of these (60%) belong to more than one organisations. The
two most frequently mentioned organisations were RSPB (15) and Hampshire
and Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust (13). The full list of organisations can be seen in
Appendix 2.

Reasons for visiting
3.13

Respondents were invited to tick possible reasons for visiting (and could give
multiple answers). The most commonly given reasons were scenery/landscape
and peace and quiet, closely followed by wildlife and open views, then circular
walks, a wild place and easy access on foot (see Figure 5).

3.14

There were differences between activity groups in the reasons for visiting
(although caution is needed in interpreting differences between activities due to
the large number of respondents carrying out several activities). Walkers
showed a similar pattern of reasons for visiting as the overall reasons given in
para 3.13. Those visiting for nature study recorded wildlife and a wild place
more and peace and quiet less frequently than walkers. Good for dogs was the
most frequently given reason for visiting by dog walkers, who appeared less
interested in wildlife and scenery/landscape and more interested in long walks
and meeting other. Differences can also be seen between walkers and the
smaller activity groups, although for these the small sample size (see Figure 1)
should be kept in mind. Those undertaking other activities gave a wild place and
other as a reason for visiting relatively often, while those running/jogging gave
peace and quiet relatively often and appeared less interested in wildlife and
more interested in easy access on foot and long walks. Of those who horse ride
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at Hazeley Heath, 100% gave riding access as a reason for visiting, and a
comparatively high percentage mentioned long rides and circular rides (not
mentioned by most other activity groups). A higher percentage of cyclists gave
easy access on foot and meeting others and a lower percentage gave wildlife as
a reason for visiting compared to the overall results. All of the people visiting for
picnicking gave scenery/landscape and peace and quiet as a reason, and a high
percentage gave long walks.

Reasons for visiting
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Figure 5: Respondents reasons for visiting Hazeley Heath

3.15

A number of other reasons for visiting Hazeley Heath were also given (although
in some cases respondents had not ticked other as a reason for visiting and used
the opportunity presented by the please specify free text box to leave a general
comment). Other included the opportunity to carry out voluntary conservation
work, visiting for foraging blackberries and elderflowers, gentle exercise/fresh
air, and an appreciation of the wild nature of the site. One general comment
related to poor parking and another requested circular walks. The full comments
can be seen in Appendix 2.
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Figure 6
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What concerns you?
3.16

Respondents were asked whether they had any concerns when visiting
Hazeley Heath (see Table 5). The most common concern, given by 41% of
respondents was uncontrolled dogs, closely followed by dog mess (38%).
Just under a third were concerned about disturbance to wildlife, and a
quarter each were concerned by professional dog walkers and by both
path surfaces and bridleway surfaces.

Table 5: Respondents concerns when visiting Hazeley Heath.
Concern

No. & approx. %

Too crowded

2

Too quiet

0

Too noisy

2

Disturbance to wildlife

32

Professional dog walkers

24

Bridleway surfaces

25

Other

29

Dog mess

38

Path surfaces

39

Uncontrolled dogs

41

3.17

There was some variation between activity groups (but note that most
people undertook more than one activity at Hazeley Heath). Respondents
visiting for nature study were more concerned than others about
disturbance to wildlife, professional dog walkers and uncontrolled dogs.
Dog walkers on the other hand were less concerned about these issues
and dog mess but more concerned about path and bridleway surfaces.
Caution is needed in interpreting results for activities that few respondents
undertake. However, compared to other groups, horse riders were the
most concerned about uncontrolled dogs and other (see para.3.19), and
runners/joggers were most concerned about path and bridleway surfaces.
Those undertaking other activities were most concerned about dog mess,
professional dog walkers and uncontrolled dogs and least concerned
about surfaces. Full results can be found in Appendix 2.

3.18

Walkers and horse riders were also asked some specific questions (see
Table 6). Around one quarter of walkers were concerned about meeting
horses on paths, and over a third of horse riders were concerned about
meeting cyclists on paths (but not joggers or walkers).
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Table 6: Respondents concerns when visiting Hazeley Heath.

Concern

No. and % of activity group

WALKERS
Meeting horses on paths
HORSE RIDERS
Meeting joggers on paths
Meeting cyclists on paths
Meeting walkers on paths

19 (24%)
0 (0%)
3 (38%)
0 (0%)

3.19

Almost 30% of respondents gave a total of 34 other causes of concern.
These were quite varied and can be seen in full in Appendix 2 and
illustrated as a word cloud in Figure . The most commonly given other
cause for concern (given by 12 respondents, i.e. 40% of those who had
other causes for concern) was the state of paths. Of these, eight
mentioned horses, either in the context of horses churning up paths, or
being ridden off bridleways. Three people mentioned concerns about the
vegetation, two each had specific concerns about dog mess (e.g. used dog
bags littering path sides) and motorbikes using the site. Other concerns
included commercial fungi collectors, children’s electric bikes, parties,
deer-poaching, lack of litter and dog bins, self-closing gates, lack of path
signs, closure of the route to Bramshill Forest, issues with site
management and the lack of paths on the Wedgewood/Police College side
of the heath.

3.20

Three people used the additional concerns box to mention why they had
no concerns (e.g. that the other site users met were always courteous)
(these have not been included in the total number of concerns).

22

Figure 7: A word cloud illustrating respondents’ concerns other than those listed in Table 5.
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Other places visited
For walking
3.21
Sixty-eight percent of respondents said they visit other places locally to walk. A

total of 53 locations were given. The most frequently mentioned are shown in
Table 7 and the full list can be found in Appendix 2. (Note that the total number
of respondents was 100 rather than 101 from this point on, unless otherwise
specified in the text).
Table 7: The most frequently given locations that respondents also visit in the area for walking.
Location

No. of respondents

Hartley Wintney commons

20

Fleet Pond

17

Basingstoke Canal

15

Local footpaths

11

Yateley Common

11

Bramshill

13

Hawley Lake

11

Oak Common

3

Warren Heath

3

Bartley Heath

2

Castle Bottom

2

Moor Green Lakes

2

For horse riding
3.22
The eight horse riders who responded to the questionnaire listed seven

locations where they also ride (see Table 8). Most also ride at Bramshill and the
Hartley Wintney commons.
Table 8: Locations used by respondents for horse riding.
Location

No. of respondents

Bramshill

6

Hartley Wintney Commons

6

Hawley/Minley

1

Hunts Common

1

Odiham

1

West Green

3

Yateley

1
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Views on current and future management and infrastructure
Current management for visitors
The majority of respondents (78%) felt that current management for visitors to Hazeley Heath is about
right (see Figure 7). However, 42 respondents made one or more suggestions as to changes they would like
to see. Suggestions were varied and are summarised in

3.23

Table 9 (the full responses can be found in Appendix 1).

Management for visitors
7%
15%

78%

About right

Needs changing

No views

Figure 7: Views on current management for visitors at Hazeley Heath.

3.24

About 25% (11) of those suggesting change to visitor management mentioned
the repair and maintenance of paths, several specifically requesting drainage.
There were also a number of suggestions about path signage (some in relation
to keeping horses to bridleways) and the creation of new bridleways. Better
access and improved car parking capacity were also requested, although two
people specifically requested that car parking should not be increased.
Similarly, while five respondents (just over 10% of those who made
suggestions) felt that tree cover should be reduced, or the spread of trees
prevented, two did not wish to see any tree removal. Five wanted increased
management of rank vegetation such as brambles and nettles, and this often
related specifically to the landfill area. Five people felt that dog walkers should
be more controlled (several in relation to dog mess) and two requested more
dog bins. Three requested information boards (e.g. about wildlife) and five
requested that grazing should continue (although it is not clear whether they
thought this in relation to wildlife habitat or management for visitors).

Table 9: Respondents suggestions for visitor management changes at Hazeley Heath.
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Suggestion

No. of respondents

Repair/maintain paths

11

More bridleways

2

Better access

1

Better upkeep of access roads
More signs for paths and bridleways/keep horses
to bridleways
Better facilities for wheelchairs

1

No restrictions to access

1

More dog bins
Increase control of dog walkers (generally with
regard to clearing up dog mess)
Do not increase car parking

2

Increase car parking

4

Benches on main paths

1

Install information boards (e.g. about wildlife)

3

Decrease tree cover/increase open views

3

Do not cut trees/keep existing woods

2

Continue grazing
Management of rank vegetation (brambles,
nettles etc.)
More intervention to re-establish heathland

4

3
1

5
2

5
1

Current management for wildlife
3.25
A slightly smaller majority (62%) felt that management for wildlife was about

right, while just under 25% felt it needed changing. Thirty-four respondents
made one or more suggestions about what they would like to see changed, and
these are summarised in Table 10. Additionally, a few respondents used the
box for comments, rather than specific suggestions. These have not been
included in the summary table, but can be seen in the full list of comments in
Appendix 2. Note that 12 respondents who made suggestions/comments felt
that the current management was about right and two had no views.
3.26

Eight respondents (just under 25% of those who made suggestions) want to see
grazing continued, and one additional respondent commented that they would
be happy to see grazing continued. However, one respondent did not want
fencing or self-closing gates. While four respondents were concerned about the
impact on other wildlife of tree removal or wanted to see more trees, three
wanted to see more tree removal. A difference of opinion was also seen
regarding deer, as two people suggested the number of deer should be
reduced, while one felt that the impact on deer of tree removal should be
considered and another suggested a speed limit of 40mph on the road to
protect deer.
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Management for wildlife
15%

23%
62%

About right

Needs changing

No views

Figure 8: Views on current management for wildlife at Hazeley Heath.

Table 10: Respondents suggestions for management for wildlife at Hazeley Heath.
Suggestion
Continue grazing
Look after existing wildlife that would be lost if trees are removed (including
fungi, deer)/more trees
Management prioritised for different areas/initiated more speedily

No. of
respondents
8
4
3

Prevent tree encroachment

3

Better protection

2

Control encroaching brambles
More bridleways and signs to encourage users to stay in designated
areas/control of horse riding
Reduce deer numbers

2

40mph limit on road to protect deer

1

Dogs on leads in breeding season

1

Interpretation about wildlife provided

1

Less activity

1

Less building nearby

1

Management to favour birds and butterflies

1

More heathland reversion

1

More trees

1

No fencing or self-closing gates

1

2
2

Views on balance of open heath and woodland
3.27

Respondents were asked for their views on whether the balance of open heath
and woodland is right at Hazeley Heath, given that tree and scrub management
would be necessary to keep the open heathland. Responses were fairly equally
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split between those who felt the existing balance is about right and those who
would like to see less woodland (see Figure 9). A smaller number (15%) felt that
there is not enough woodland.

Balance of open heath/woodland

42

48

10

About right

Not enough woodland

Too much woodland

Figure 9: Respondents views on the balance of open heath and woodland at Hazeley Heath.

3.28

Respondents were asked for their views on four different management types
(see Figure 10). The majority of respondents were positive about mowing,
grazing and vegetation stripping, but not controlled burning. Grazing was the
most popular management type.
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Grazing

Controlled burning

11% 6%

22%
35%

43%

83%
Don't know

Like to see

Not like to see

Don't know

15%

21%

30%

55%

Like to see

Not like to see

Mowing

Vegetation stripping

Don't know

Like to see

25%

54%
Don't know

Not like to see

Like to see

Not like to see

Figure 10: Respondents views four different management practices that could be used on Hazeley Heath.

3.29

Respondents were asked whether they had concerns about any of the listed
management types that could be used to help remedy the change from
heather to grassland that has been brought about (at least partially) by inputs
of nitrogen from the atmosphere. Twenty-nine respondents added one or
more comments, which are summarised in Table 11 (the full comments can be
found in Appendix 2). There was some agreement over some issues, for
example, concern was expressed about burning (although three respondents
felt that, although inappropriate at Hazeley Heath, it could have beneficial
results) and about encroachment by brambles and nettles. The need for
experts to decide on appropriate management and the requirement for a mix
of management types were mentioned by three respondents each. Vegetation
stripping and mowing (limited areas or paths) was recommended by three
respondents. However, divergent views were also evident - two respondents
suggested grazing is needed and two that it is inappropriate, while a third
pointed to a perceived lack of evidence to support grazing. Two respondents
felt that wildlife should take priority in deciding management types, while one
emphasised the importance of public recreation.
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Table 11: Summary of comments made by respondents about specified management types.
Respondents comments about listed management types

No. of respondents

Burning would be inappropriate

4

Control of brambles/ nettles needed

4

A mix of management types is needed

3

The experts/professionals should decide what is best

3

Vegetation stripping recommended

3

Mowing recommended

3

Grazing would be inappropriate

2

Wildlife should take precedence in deciding on management

2

Grazing recommended

2

Control of gorse needed

1

Ragwort control should be undertaken in summer, not autumn

1

Sapling should be thinned and mature trees retained

1

Heathland restoration on the landfill area would take a long time

1

No evidence from grazing trial that grazing is beneficial

1

Dog faeces are an issue

1

Hart DC holds part of Hazeley Heath for public recreation

1

Views on livestock type if grazing is continued
3.30
Respondents were asked what they felt about using cattle, ponies or a

combination of the two, if grazing were to be taken forward at Hazeley Heath
(see
3.31

Comments on information

A clearer walking paths map would be helpful
Advice on controlling dogs.
Better signage and development of information.
Better signage within the common
Dos and don'ts on the common- dog and horse etiquette and asking for fungi and flowers to be preserved
Good quality heathland habitat is now a very precious resource and essential for the specialist flora & fauna
(especially invertebrates) that depend on it. The problem with putting in more car parking points is that it will
attract more people.
I do not use the parking points
I'd love to see details of what may be found given more frequently and more detail on the flora and fauna, but
I'm an information junkie so this might be more than most would like!
Information about where dog mess bins are sited and polite reminders to clear up after dogs would be good.
Information boards not visible enough near access points
I've only seen the info board opp. Arrow Lane but would like to see similar boards sited at other access points
Map of area, history of area, wildlife people might see
Maps and some idea of seasonal highlights
More info about the heathland - maintenance and wildlife and ecology - would be nice
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More information boards about the wildlife and management plans
More information of wildlife and current management.
No comment on this item - I have no reference points
No details regarding rights and status for use by the public. No notice that cycling is only allowed on bridleways.
Not consistently managed today - could be more educational and up to date to promote the heathland
Requests for people to stay on footpaths and bridleways, particularly in nesting season.
See Q13 [Clear signposting of these [new bridle paths ensuring that riders have access to safe off-road riding
particularly where they will link up with others to make circular routes] and footpaths will encourage the
majority of users to stay in designated areas without being dictatorial]
Signs about disturbance of wildlife would be useful particularly in spring during nesting times
Tell dog walkers to keep dogs on leads in the spring and summer
The layby on the B3011 is in serious need of attention. Holes should be filled and a few lines to get people to
park perpendicular to the road

3.32

). A large majority would be happy to see cattle, ponies or both. Ponies were
the least favoured option. Twenty-six respondents added a comment,
summarised in Table 12. Additional comments were split fairly equally between
those with concerns about grazing or fencing, those in favour of grazing, and
those who preferred a particular species, breed or type of livestock. Full
comments can be found in Appendix 2.
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Cattle

Ponies

11% 8%

17%

72%

81%
Don't know

Like to see

11%

Don't know

Not like to see

Like to see

Not like to see

Both
9%

11%

Figure 11: Respondents were asked if they would like
to see cattle, ponies or both if grazing is continued at
Hazeley heath

80%
Don't know

Like to see

Not like to see

Table 12: Summary of comments made by respondents about cattle and ponies.
Comments about cattle and ponies

No of respondents

Concerns expressed about grazing or fencing

9

Comments about suitable regime/stock type

7

Positive comments about grazing

7

Welfare concerns

2

View about livestock depends on how livestock are contained

1

Views on type of fencing if grazing is continued
3.33
Respondents were asked what kind of fencing they would prefer to see if

grazing were to be continued at Hazeley Heath (note that not all respondents
answered these questions – 89 provided views on large enclosures and
perimeter fencing and 83 on small enclosures). Of those who did respond,
around 60% (just over 50 respondents) would like to see large enclosures and
perimeter fencing, While more people said they would like to see several small
enclosures (39) than said they would not like to see (26) them, 18 did not know
what they thought about small enclosures (see Figure 12)
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Large fenced
enclosures
26%

Additional perimeter
fencing

15%

22%

59%
Don't know

Like to see

16%

62%
Don't know

Not like to see

Like to see

Not like to see

Several small
enclosures
31%

22%

47%
Don't know

3.34

Like to see

Not like to see

Figure 12: Respondents views on different
types of fencing.

Twenty-one respondents made additional comments. These were quite varied,
and included some reiteration of previous points. The comments are
summarised in Table 13, and full responses can be found in Appendix 2. They
ranged from specific concerns such as suitable gates for horse riders or how
deer could move in and out of the site to more general comments and queries,
for example, that the decision should be based on what would be best for
wildlife or that access should not be constrained.
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Table 13: Summary of respondents’ additional comments about fencing.
Comment

No. of
respondents
3

Access for deer needed/perimeter fence might be better for deer
Enclosures would need access points

2

Fencing would change easy access/appear to limit access

2

Use rotating system of enclosures/move cattle between enclosures

2

Would depend on type of livestock/ecological benefits

2

Beware overgrazing

1

Don't like grazing

1

Fencing acceptable for trials/protection of specific areas, in most cases temporary
Gates suitable for horse riders essential/provide areas outside enclosures for horse
riding
1
Invisible fencing could be used, with real fence along road

1

Larger areas would allow natural behaviour in livestock

1

One large area better than several smaller ones for dog walkers

1

Previous area worked well

1

Question invalid as type of fencing not stated.

1

Scientific/economic benefit not adequately evaluated

1

Worry about livestock escaping onto road

1

2
1

Views on information available at parking points
3.35
Just under 75% (71) of respondents who answered this question felt that

information at car parking points was enough, while the remainder felt that it
was not enough. Off those respondents who felt that there was not enough
information, 19 provided additional comments. Ten of these concerned the
provision of information about the site (e.g. wildlife, management and history).
Four requested information on access rights and routes and three wanted
maps. Four respondents wanted information to be provided regarding
controlling and/or clearing up after dogs and three wanted information on
looking after wildlife (one related this to dogs, e.g. preventing disturbance).The
remainder were about the location of boards or were more general.
Table 14: Additional comments made by those respondents’ who felt that there is not enough information
at car parking points.
Comments on information

No. of respondents

Information about wildlife/seasonal highlights/ecology

6

Advise on controlling/clearing up after dogs

4

Information/signs on access rights and routes

4

Information on management

3

Advice on looking after wildlife

3

Map

3

1

Livestock wear collars that emit a buzz and shock when an underground electric cable is crossed.

34

Better signs (also within common)

2

Advise on horse etiquette

1

Information about history of site

1

Existing boards are not visible enough near access points

1

More boards at other access points

1

Potential participation in management and activities
3.36
Respondents were asked if they would be interested in participating in

management or activities at Hazeley Heath. Responses are shown in Figure 13),
where it can be seen that work parties were the most popular option, closely
followed by guided walks.

Participation
Work parties

20

Guided walks

18

Events

13

Education groups

8

Friends Group

7

Other

5
0

5

10

15

20

25

Figure 13: Respondents’ interest in participating in management or events at Hazeley Heath.

3.37

Note that for the first 34 online respondents, an error meant it was only
possible to tick one response (this was corrected on 5 January 2016). Two
provided sufficient information in the comments box for this to be added, but
this was not possible for the remaining 32 respondents, whose view may
therefore only be partially represented here.

Views on whether other facilities should be provided.
3.38

Fifty-three respondents answered the question “Do you think any other
facilities should be provided for visitors?” This is a much lower response rate
than for other questions; unfortunately it is not clear whether a lack of
response should be interpreted as no, or that the respondent had no view on
the matter. Just over half of those who completed this question responded that
they did not wish to see any further facilities provided. A number of
respondents enlarge on this, mostly to say that they wished to see the natural
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feel of the site maintained. Eight respondents (15% of those who completed
the question) requested measure to reduce problems with dog mess – mostly
the provision of dog bins. Six wanted improved car parking (generally resurfacing or an extension to the layby opposite Arrow Land). Four requested
benches, while three wanted to see more education initiatives (specifically
information boards, newsletter articles and guided walks). A number of other
suggestions were made by single respondents (see Table 15: Summary of
responses regarding other facilities.Table 15).
Table 15: Summary of responses regarding other facilities.
Facilities

No. of respondents

No other facilities should be provided for visitors

24

Measures to reduce dog mess

8

Improve car parking

6

Benches

4

A central block with WC facilities

1

Education initiatives about the site e.g. newsletter articles, info boards, guided
walks

3

Better access/facilities for wheelchair users

1

Create natural children’s’ play area

1

Hides or screens for birdwatching

1

Map in leaflet form

1

Restrict riders to bridleways

1
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4.

Consultation responses by e-mail

4.1

It is likely that some of those who responded by e-mail also filled in the
questionnaire, in which case their views have been duplicated. The
questionnaire remains the best means of gauging the overall percentages of
those recording their activities and views, whereas in this section, views have
been described in greater detail. The identity of the respondents has not been
disclosed but includes representatives of a number of organisations as well as
individuals. The main points are summarised below, grouped under subject
matter.

General points about management for wildlife
Respondent 1.
4.2
The site has an international responsibility to protect and restore remaining

fragments of heathland and legal responsibility to manage SSSI to maintain its
features of interest. The latter includes, maintaining heathland plant
communities including those of dry to wet heath to mire, which should not be
losing ground to bracken, common gorse, tree and scrub species and grasses.
There should be a range of dwarf shrub species and undisturbed bare ground.
Much of the heathland character of the site has been lost under succession to
secondary woodland, this trend should be reversed.
4.3

Dartford warbler, Nightjar and Woodlark should be present on-site and
breeding with habitat for each species including mozaic of bare ground, low
and short vegetation with forestry and shrub/trees as well as a mixture of
heather with scattered gorse of varying ages.

4.4

The site was not meeting its targets for favourable condition by 2015 as the
coverage of dwarf shrubs was too low with insufficient age and structural
diversity and a poor diversity of heathland flora. Molinia has too high a
coverage and is growing too vigorously in some places where it is crowding out
dwarf shrubs. Bracken and bracken litter is also at too high a frequency and the
cover of tree and shrub species is too high.

4.5

There needs to be more appropriate follow-on management after clearance of
gorse and scrub to address vegetation re-growth, particularly grasses.
Additional management practices should be introduced and these can include
mechanical management or grazing with livestock.

Respondent 2
4.6
The most effective management of heathland (focussing on scrub/gorse

encroachment and dominance of Purple Moor Grass (Molinia) involves grazing,
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burning and mowing to reduce dominance of Molinia, with felling, scrub
clearance, turf stripping and bare ground creation effective at encouraging
pioneer heather and structural diversity.
4.7

The most common reasons for opposition to cattle grazing we have witnessed
were access, public safety, aesthetics (fencing) and a belief that grazing is
ineffective. We are fully in support of grazing and have witnessed successful
grazing regimes across the Thames Basin Heaths including commons in Surrey,
Berkshire and Hampshire, and we have heard many positive comments about
cattle grazing during interactions with members of the public.

Respondent 3
4.8

We believe that the most effective and efficient way of managing sites such as
Hazeley Heath is to extensively graze them all year round. This grazing pressure
supplemented with an annual mixture of mowing, turf stripping and controlled
burning creates a myriad of micro habitats across the site. These management
techniques, backed up with regular scrub clearance, will ensure the heath
remains open and in optimum health.

Respondent 4
4.9
I sincerely doubt the wisdom of these tree clearance programmes because the

activities that maintain the cleared areas as heathland are no longer required in
the modern world. It seems particularly odd to me that, based on an arbitrary
decision, an area of land should be locked back into some point in history when
it perhaps should be allowed to be just natural.
4.10

As an over-arching point I would question the real wisdom of trying to maintain
any habitat ‘against the tide’ of natural evolution. Perhaps, overall, allowing the
natural botanical process of climax to take place and then protecting the
species attracted to the resulting environment would be more sensible from all
points of view.

Specific management for groups or species.
Respondent 1
4.11
I am not aware of any results which clearly demonstrate the benefits of grazing

dry heathland for Annex 1 birds. I also know that over reliance on grazing leads
to a decline in Annex 1 birds, particularly woodlark, and in the long run, the
other two species as well. My experience of the three Annex 1 birds is that
grazing has little impact on any of them at the levels recommended and
adopted on most TBH sites.
4.12

Cattle do not make an important difference on the rate of scrub regrowth
unless they are introduced immediately after manual clearance. Then they may
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reduce the rate of scrub regrowth but don't prevent it. The cattle tend to
browse the grass, along the sides of tracks and sometimes in the scrub but this
doesn't help Woodlarks very much. Dartfords are far more dependent on the
state of the heather and gorse. In the TBH, a mosaic of different aged gorse is a
key requirement. The best way to create this is by cyclical manual clearance of
small areas rather than by grazing.
4.13

I don't think I've ever seen a Nightjar nest in a cattle-created site but I have
seen cattle destroy Nightjar sites, both by trampling eggs and surrounding
vegetation. My fundamental issue is that, with or without cattle, dry heathland
must still be managed by cutting, scraping, burning etc.

Respondent 2
4.14

Dramatic decline in bird species reported since large scale tree clearance
began.

Respondent 3
4.15
Hazeley Heath is superb for vascular plants with quite a few rarities
Respondent 4
4.16
Heathland areas in the south are rare but do support some uncommon reptile

species. Complains about the use of heavy machinery to clear trees and the
damage this has done to reptile species hibernating close to the surface. Has
noticed a dramatic decline in reptile species since this large scale intervention
with machinery began. Points out that further tree clearance needs to be done
manually and sensitively to prevent large scale destruction of wildlife.
Respondent 5
4.17
Site not known for dragonflies-little open water-suggests making a pond or

two.
Respondent 6
4.18
Limited data for Hazeley heath on damselflies and dragonflies although Small

Red damselfly recorded. Ideas for future management will be passed to
heathland managers.
Respondent 7
4.19
Recommend active management for Silver-studded blue and Grayling

butterflies. Grizzled Skipper and Dingy Skipper, found in the wider local
landscape, would also benefit from proactive management at Hazeley.
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Archaeology
Respondent 1
4.20
It is the nature of heath land that there may be small scale, as yet unrecorded,

earthworks. These may include bee gardens, stock pounds, small burial
mounds, and boundary banks. These may also include discrete evidence of the
use of the heath during the last war. In principle these earthworks should not
be needlessly or thoughtlessly destroyed and would urge that all areas where
stripping is planned are inspected for earthworks and any earthworks spotted
should be protected from stripping.
4.21

I would also advise that earthworks and built structures from the last war
should not be needlessly damaged. They are increasingly recognised as
historically interesting and form part of the history of the heath that can at
some future date be presented to those that visit and enjoy the heath.

4.22

In addition, although large scale stripping appears not to be planned the heath
is one of the environments which was preferentially used during the Mesolithic
and which has not been subject to damage by ploughing subsequently.
Although no Mesolithic sites are currently recorded at Hazeley Heath large
scale stripping may well encounter Mesolithic evidence of regional importance.
If the discussion moves to large scale stripping I would be very keen to help
inform that debate with an archaeological input.

Access
Respondent 1
4.23
Make sure any fencing does not block public rights of way (PRoW) and upgrade

PRoW network where possible.
Respondent 2
4.24

We are pleased that the management approach is to promote access and
recognize the challenge this presents with the priority for nature conservation
and the protection of the open heathland habitats. Keeping the landscape
looking ‘wild and wet’ should help to discourage off path excursions by all
classes of user. The experience of other commons shows that where paths are
well maintained people mostly stick to key routes.

4.25

Encouraging responsible access is difficult and highlights the need to raise
general awareness of what people should/ shouldn’t do to help protect the
environment. Providing information about conservation management,
particularly in engaging people through the current consultation process is
invaluable. Supply of information, instruction and explanation will continue to
be important, but we would hope, without flooding the whole common with
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notices, signposts etc.! Could perhaps consider a zoning arrangement for dogs
on or off leads (as at Danebury Ring for instance). We note that no additional
parking is envisaged and consider that this is appropriate in this case.
4.26

Proposals for housing development within Bramshill Park and resultant
changing land use within the Park may have an influence on the heath with a
possible requirement for future access and links between the Park and the
Heath.

4.27

It is gratifying to know that horse riders are being catered for in the existing
management of Hazeley Heath and efforts made by RSPB to retain a bridleway
including considering creating an alternative route around the ponds.
Equestrians already have access to the common and this raises the question of
how the designation of bridleways influence the presence of cyclists and
whether this creates conflicts? (both with equestrians and with walkers). Ways
to minimize this problem need to be considered.

4.28

There are likely to be specific implications for access if the decision is to enclose
part of the common for seasonal grazing. Fencing will need careful planning to
ensure public access is maintained, especially if traversed by the bridleways,
and the design and location of gates will need careful consideration.

Respondent 3
4.29
This heath is an important amenity for the local community. The main use of

the site is for informal recreation, especially dog-walking and horse-riding.
Visitors to the site need to be aware of the need to keep dogs on a lead during
the breeding season. Access off-paths and into open heathland should be kept
to a minimum. Encroachment and dumping by adjacent landowners is an issue
of concern here and should be monitored.
4.30

The Strategic Access Management and Monitoring (SAMM) project, has
recently become active on the site. This has resulted in the presence of site
wardens who are actively engaging with visitors and reporting any issues they
observe on the ground. Visitor awareness may also be positively influenced by
the placement of infrastructure such as information boards.

4.31

Retention of trees and scrub is of relevance to access, recreation and the
landscape and amenity value of the site. It is acknowledged that mature trees,
gorse and scrub can provide a useful physical buffer for sensitive habitats
whilst also serving the function of a visual screen for the main roads and nearby
housing.
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4.32

One part of the site is a former landfill site and the soil profile means that the
area supports mostly tall ruderal vegetation and mixed scrub as opposed to
heathland. This is observed to be the area most commonly used by recreational
users of the site due to its proximity to a car park and existing wide surfaced
access tracks. This is a valuable amenity area that does not support sensitive
designated habitat, and therefore most suited to being maintained as an open
environment so that it continues to appeal to visitors.

Respondent 4
4.33

Hazeley Heath is in two distinct parts; the section south of Purdies Farm drive
and that north of the drive. The southern section is heavily used mainly by dog
walkers, whereas the northern section is much more quiet and rural in its
nature. The southern section being heavily used has many well-worn
footpaths/tracks, evidence of WW2 use, and swamp area. It is heavily covered
by brambles, but as it stands is still a valuable recreational asset to the local
population.

4.34

The northern section is much less used with fewer footpaths, except for the
track where the RSPB drive 4 by 4 vehicles across it, even when the ground is
sodden, and so cut up the heath dreadfully.

4.35

The important thing is to maintain it as an open space for the local [and not so
local people] and also as a place for wild life, not just birds, to prosper. Most
people will agree to almost any plan, as long as it does not involve the erection
of permanent fencing.

Respondent 5
4.36
Hart DC holds its part of the common for public recreation. There are a number
of bridleway claims still outstanding. It would be inappropriate for any pony
grazing where there is equestrian access.
Respondent 6
4.37

We are pleased to see that part of the HCC proposals for new bridleways has
been completed, and trust you will work with those involved to complete the
others.

4.38

If further grazing of the heath is proposed then presumably fencing will need
to be re-introduced. We would ask that, as far as possible, this should be done
so that the bridleways are outside the fenced areas. If this is not possible, then
any bridleway gates required should be made as safe as possible. The BHS has
carried out a number of trials on gates, which are still continuing, and I hope
you will consult their representative for the latest recommendation if you
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require gates for the control of livestock. If pedestrian access needs to be
controlled then we are promoting the use of kissing gates, including those
designed for those using mobility aids, and would be happy to help with these
if required.

Other general points
Respondent 1
4.39
There is a high risk of heath fires on the common. Fire breaks should be

maintained by mowing. Presently the site does not feature sufficient coverage
of firebreaks.
Respondent 2
4.40
As far as “The Grazing Trial “ goes, it would seem to be suspect, as I do not

believe any comparative site was set up or maintained. The Grazing area was
originally partly heavily wooded and partly covered with gorse. During the trial
the trees were cut down and the gorse was vastly reduced after a large fire
break was cut through the heart of it. So how any comparison between grazing
and other methods or indeed between the area before and after grazing trial is
impossible to equate to the benefits or not of grazing. My experience of the
grazing trial is the cows DO keep the grass shorter, which might be a benefit;
however they have made no difference to the Gorse, the heather or indeed the
young saplings, which are shooting from the stumps of felled trees which were
not treated. The other problem I see with grazing is the regular and staggering
amount of cow manure they leave behind, which does add nutriments to the
ground.
4.41

The major item missing from your proposal is the cost, As far as I understand it
Hart Council finances would be hard pushed to finance the work on their
section of the heath with all the cut backs which are being announced and the
RSPB used Lottery Money to buy their section so might not have the finance to
carry out this plan. Not only the implementation of the plan but the long term
maintenance of it, without which the plan is worth nothing. From the previous
plans the initial cost has always been underestimated, whereas the actual cost
is far above that envisaged, and the long term cost of maintaining the scheme
is unknown in realistic terms. It is better to aim small and achieve it rather than
the reverse.

Respondent 3
4.42
I know that a grazing trial has been carried out at Hazeley Heath, but I am not

aware of any report of the results showing benefits to Annex 1 birds. My
fundamental issue is that, with or without cattle, dry heathland must still be
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managed by cutting, scraping and burning etc. Manual intervention remains
crucial otherwise the areas soon become scrubbed up and all three Annex 1
species suffer. If manual clearance is required anyway, I question the cost
effectiveness of grazing.
Respondent 4
4.43

You have not provided or published any scientific evidence from the grazing
trial that extensive grazing with the attendant fencing and self-closing gate
have provided any significant benefit either in terms of heathland
conservation/restoration and any increase in the list A birds or that there is any
economic benefit over any of the other ways of managing the common.
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5.

Comments from drop-in day.

5.1

The following comments were made on post-its attached to maps of the area
on the drop-in day.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
5.2

Rare few-flowered spike rush needs desperately scrub removal in northern part
of site.
Old gravel pits/ponds could be enlarged, but consult first on location of rare
plants.
Wet heath in south needs grazing for benefit of flora
Area to the south with recent scrapes has many scarce plants and needs grazing
Please enlarge car park
Clear all this scrubland
Muddy paths, put woodchip or similar down
Supply free pick-up bags and dog bins with signage
Too much radical tree felling in north
Make the main ride through landfill wheelchair friendly
Every winter and especially this winter walkers start making new pathways
around present muddy paths. I am concerned about the path between Hetts
Cottage and the boardwalk. This area has had in the past a number of orchids
and other wild flowers. Some management of this path needs to be considered
as the new paths are becoming too well used. How about sawdust or other
suitable material or further board walks (expensive). This has worked from Hetts
Cottage path so preserving the natural bluebells.
Common has been mismanaged-wild flowers have gone
Need recreational area for village
Not sure about enlarging car park-lorries would stop in it. Privilege track access
needs reinstating along eastern edge.
Horse was tethered on common last year.

There were also a number of comments about the state of the ford off the site
to the east, which meant that horse riders were unable to use the forest and
were making greater use of Hazeley Heath, and these were passed on to the
relevant council officer.
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7.

Conclusions

Questionnaire
From the questionnaire survey the main points to emerge were:






















Most respondents were local with 83% coming from within 5km of the site.
Most visitors were walkers many of whom also visited for dog walking, nature study and
quiet relaxation. Most visitors came to the southern part of the site
Two-thirds of visitors came at least weekly and about a third came daily.
Nearly two-thirds arrived on foot, just under a third by car and 6% on horseback.
Nearly half of all visitors belonged to a wildlife conservation organisation.
Most popular reasons for visiting were scenery and open views, peace and quiet and a wild
place, and wildlife. Circular walks and easy access on foot were also important.
Many concerns were centred around dogs with uncontrolled dogs, dog mess and
professional dog walkers all mentioned. Bridleway and path surfaces were also of concern.
There were also some concerns about meeting other users on paths, particularly walkershorses and to a lesser extent horses-cyclists.
Most respondents felt current management for visitors is about right but a number of
improvements were suggested with path maintenance the most frequently mentioned
Just over 60% felt the management for wildlife was about right with a number of
comments on actions of which the continuation of grazing was the most frequently
mentioned.
About half of respondents thought the amount of woodland was about right, with 42%
suggesting there was too much and 10% wanting more.
On management, over three-quarters of respondents would like to see grazing, just over
half would like to see vegetation stripping/mowing and less than half, burning. A third
would not like to see burning, and about a fifth would not like to see mowing.
If grazing continued, over 80% would like to see cattle and 72% ponies. There were more
respondents who would not like to see ponies (17%) than cattle (1%).
If grazing were continued, about 60% would like to see large fenced enclosures/additional
perimeter fencing and just under half would like to see several small enclosures, with
slightly more not liking to see large enclosures (26%) than perimeter fencing (22%). Nearly
a third would not like to see several small enclosures.
Nearly three-quarters of respondents thought the information at car parking points was
enough, and 29% that it was not enough. More information on wildlife and management,
control of dogs and walking routes and maps were most frequently mentioned.
Relating to site participation, there was most interest in taking part in work parties and
guided walks.
Just over half of all respondents had views on whether other facilities should be provided
and half of these thought not. Measures mentioned were to reduce dog mess and improve
car parking.
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Written responses and drop-in day
From the e-mail responses and comments made at the drop-in day the main points to emerge
were:
 The need to meet legally binding targets for favourable condition for wildlife under
national and international legislation
 The need for management of encroaching scrub and woodland and increasing grass
dominance
 The need to use all suitable management techniques to achieve maximum diversity
 A strong wish to retain some of the woodland and its value for recreation, landscape and
amenity, including guiding access and screening
 The limited benefits of grazing management for birds on dry heath and potential damage
to reptile population from use of heavy machinery
 The benefits of grazing for wet heath flora and scarce plants
 Positive benefits of management for invertebrates and the suggestion of more ponds, but
take account of the location of rare plants
 The need to take fully into account the possible archaeological importance of the site when
planning and carrying out management
 The need to retain fully adequate access and well maintained path and bridleway networks
 A sensible policy on signage
 Institution of measures to minimise conflicts between different use groups
 Careful consideration of access provision (particularly for horse riders and wheel chair
users)and user requirements if fencing is proposed
 The need to consider footpath use and maintenance in wet areas and avoid damaging
surfaces with heavy machinery
 To consider the requirements of horse riders when considering fence lines, gates and
grazing by ponies
 Review fire breaks
 Doubts about the value of, and results from, the grazing trial
 Doubts about the financial cost/benefits of grazing
 Consider dog bags and dog bin.
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8.

Recommendations
1.

The Common should continue to be managed using all the main
heathland management techniques including mowing, controlled
burning, grazing and turf stripping as part of a five year management
plan.

2.

Prepare and consult with the Hazeley Heath Consultative Group (HHCG)
on a five year work programme for:

3.



Clearance of trees and scrub from identified areas on a map, and necessary
management of retained woodlands



Bare ground (including consultations with invertebrate and botanical
specialists and county archaeologist). Implement this by turf stripping on
both dry and wet heath.



Mowing (following a Heather condition survey and identification of areas
suitable for mowing.), taking account of fire breaks (see below).



Carry out an experimental burn and assess results and reactions prior to
making a decision on a future burning programme



From the assessment of the extent of Bracken on the Commons put in
place a five year bracken control programme.



Continuing the management of European Gorse based on an ideal objective
of retaining areas of gorse in each stage of recovery within each potential
Dartford Warbler territory, following an assessment of the gorse and
potential Dartford Warbler distribution on the Commons.



Designing and installing an effective fire break system (following advice
from the Fire Service and botanical, invertebrate and archaeology experts),
and having regard to footpath networks and topographical features.

Carry out a public consultation with stakeholders (including HHCG) on a
preferred option for future grazing on the common based on maps and
proposals for:


Fencing the unfenced boundaries on that part of the common to the east
of the B3011 from the southern boundary to the narrow neck between
Plough Lane and the Police College drive.



Installing invisible fencing around the area of the dump in the south and
possibly including additional areas to provide a stock free area with access
to the boundaries
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Installing gates on all access points and grids on the access tracks across the
common to adjoining dwellings and to the police college
Using temporary electric fences for short periods if grazing is contemplated
on the open heathland area to the west of the B3011.

4.

If grazing on the Commons is agreed, cattle grazing during the spring and
summer is likely to be the most appropriate regime, at least initially.
Horse-riders should be consulted if there are any proposals to graze with
ponies in the future. Stocking rates could start at around one livestock
unit per 10ha (e.g. about 10 LUs on the main fenced area of the
Commons), but should be varied in the light of experience.

5.

Consideration of the results of the further consultation with users and
stakeholders in the common will be necessary before a final decision is
made as to whether to pursue this option.

6.

Set up a robust habitat and species monitoring strategy to assess the
effects of habitat management.

7.

Carry out a further visitor survey in five years’ time. Install automatic
counters at main access points. Carry out a path condition survey and
prepare and consult on a path maintenance plan.

8.

The consultation process outlined above should result in due course in a
publicly available, summary version of a habitat and visitor management
plan (this would not include any sensitive or confidential information).

9.

Following the consultations on tree and scrub clearance, mowing,
scraping, burning, control of bracken, grazing and fencing and provision
of access and path maintenance (all based on maps of proposed work),
produce a publically accessible annual work programme for the commons
as appropriate (which would also form part of the new management
plan).

10.

Staff of the relevant organisations should take steps to keep in touch with
the local community by instituting local events and a bi-annual
newsletter. In particular, efforts should be made to establish and foster
contacts with local organisations and minority users of the Commons
including through the HHCG and to consult relevant representatives over
path, bridleway and track maintenance plans on an annual basis.
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Appendix 1
Hazeley Heath Common: Questionnaire on future management
Following on from the 2006 consultation, this survey is being carried out by Hart District Council
and RSPB to help us make decisions on future management of the Common for people and wildlife.
You may find it helpful to read the leaflet and background paper about the Common before filling
in this questionnaire. They can be downloaded here www.hart.gov.uk/hazeley-heath.
ABOUT YOU
1. For what purpose do you visit the common? Please tick one or more.
 Walking
 Dog walking
 Cycling
 Horse riding
 Running
 Quiet relaxation
 Nature study
 Jogging
 Picnicking
 Other
 Further details
2. How often do you visit the common? Please tick one only.
 Daily
 Weekly
 Monthly
 Less Often
3. How do you usually travel to the common? Please tick one only.
 Car
 Horse-box/lorry
 Cycle
 On foot
 On horse back
 Public transport
4. Do you belong to any Wildlife Conservation or Amenity organisations? If so which ones?
5. What is your home postcode?
YOUR VIEWS
6. Do you visit the common because it offers: Please tick one or more
 Open views
 Peace and quiet
 A wild place
 Scenery/landscape
 Wildlife
 Long walks
 Circular walks
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Easy access on foot
Good for dogs
Meeting others
Easy access by car
Lots of parking spots
Riding access
Long rides
Circular rides
Other please specify:

7. Visiting the Common, do any of the following concern you? Please tick one or more
 Too crowded
 Too quiet
 Too noisy
 Professional dog walkers
 Disturbance to wildlife
 Bridleway surfaces
 Dog mess
 Path surfaces
 Uncontrolled dogs
 FOR WALKERS Meeting horses on paths
 FOR HORSE RIDERS - meeting walkers on paths
 FOR HORSE RIDERS - meeting joggers on paths
 FOR HORSE RIDERS - meeting cyclists on paths
 Other - please give details
 Further details:
Do you visit other public open spaces locally? If so which are these?
 For walking:
 For horse riding:
10. Do you think that the current management of the Common for visitors is:
 About right
 Needs changing
 No views
11. What changes would you like to see, if any, to how the common is managed for visitors?
12. Do you think that the current management of the Common for wildlife is:
 About right
 Needs changing
 No views
13. What changes would you like to see, if any, to how the common is managed for wildlife?
14. Tree and scrub management will be necessary to keep the open heathland. Do you think the
current balance of open heath and woodland is:
 About right
 Too much woodland
 Not enough woodland
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15. Inputs of nitrogen from the atmosphere are helping to change the heather areas on the
Common from heathland to grassland, which has consequences for the rare wildlife associated
with heathlands. To remedy this management is needed. Do you have concerns over any of the
following? Please note that several options may be needed to keep the Common in good condition.
Please tick one in each row.
 Controlled Burning
 Like to see
 Not like to see
 Don't know
 Grazing
 Mowing
 Vegetation stripping
 If you have any comments, what are they?
16. If grazing were to be considered, we would need to look at stock types. How do you feel about
grazing by the following? Please tick one in each row.
 Cattle
 Ponies
 A combination of the above
 Don't know
 If you have any comments, what are they?
17. If grazing was introduced it would be necessary to control and contain the animals. Please let us
know your views on the following further possibilities (given that full public access would need to
be maintained at all times) Please tick one in each row.
 Large fenced enclosures on the Common
 Like to see
 Not like to see
 Don't know
 Additional fencing on the perimeter of the Common and on the B3011, but with all current
access points maintained
 Several small enclosures on the Common
 If you have comments what are they?
18. Do you think information available at parking points for users of the Common is.... Please tick
one
 Enough
 Not enough
 Too much
 If 'not enough' what more information would you like?
19. Would you be interested in taking part in management or leading other activities on the
Common? Please tick all that apply
 Work parties
 Friends Group
 Events
 Guided walks
 Education groups
 Other
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20. Do you think any other facilities should be provided for visitors?
Thank you very much for your time. Any enquiries should be sent to
commons@footprintecology.co.uk

11. Appendix 2
Table 16: Conservation and amenity organisations to which respondents belong.
Organisation

No. of respondents

RSPB

15

Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust

13

Butterfly Conservation

6

Hartley Wintney Preservation Society

6

National Trust

6

Woodland Trust

4

Campaign to Protect Rural England

3

British Association for Shooting and Conservation

2

British Horse Society

2

Open Spaces Society

2

WWF

2

Basingstoke Canal Society

1

Bat Conservation Trust

1

Bee Conservation

1

Berkshire & South Buckinghamshire Bat Group

1

Blackwater Valley Conservation Trust

1

Botanical Society of the British Isles

1

British Dragonfly Society

1

Buglife

1

Countryside Alliance

1

Flora & Fauna Preservation Society

1

Hart District Council Conservation Volunteer

1

RSPB Hazeley volunteer

1

RSPCA

1

Surrey Wildlife Trust

1

U3A Bird Watching Club

1

a. In addition, one respondent said they were a member of BDS
(British Deer Society?), one of “Surrey Heath wildlife” and one
commented that they used to be an RSPB volunteer.
Table 17: Other reasons why respondents visit Hazeley Heath.
Other reason for visiting
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A chance to do conservation work with Hart Rangers
A conservation volunteer opportunity
An unspoilt, relaxed place.
As a local farmer I enjoy seeing nature at work being guided by man rather than the more rigid formality of the
farming that I have to do.
Elderflowers and blackberries
Fresh air
Gentle exercise in varied landscape of small hills, rough ground and pleasant paths
Great running, particularly when it's muddy. Also, it links to Warren Heath which allows for even longer walks
and cycles.
Home
I am not a regular visitor but do remember it as a play area in the 1950s when the gravel pits full of water were
frozen over. I would like to see it returned to a wild place with circular walks.
I take part in RSPB work parties.
Other
Parking facilities are APPALLING
To quote The Wildlife Trusts' campaign in the past year, My Wild Life is boosted by Hazeley Heath because it is
'my energy source'
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Table 18: Concerns held by respondents when visiting Hazeley Heath according to activity group. Percentages are the percentage of respondents within each activity
type who listed each concern. Respondents could give multiple answers. Cells shaded dark grey indicate some of the highest percentages for each row, and cells
shaded pale grey the lowest.
Walkers
(n=79)

Dog walking
(n=43)

Nature
study (n=44)

1 (2%)

Quiet
relaxation
(n=41)
1 (2%)

Horse riding
(n=8)

Cycling
(n=9)

Picnicking
(n=8)

Other
(n=12)

2 (5%)

Running/
jogging
(n=10)
0 (0%)

Too crowded

2 (3%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

Too quiet

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

Too noisy

2 (3%)

0 (0%)

1 (2%)

1 (2%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

Disturbance to wildlife

26 (33%)

11 (26%)

17 (41%)

25 (57%)

0 (0%)

1 (13%)

0 (0%)

3 (38%)

4 (33%)

Professional dog walkers

21 (27%)

5 (12%)

9 (22%)

15 (34%)

2 (20%)

2 (25%)

2 (22%)

2 (25%)

5 (42%)

Bridleway surfaces

20 (25%)

16 (37%)

11 (27%)

13 (30%)

4 (40%)

2 (25%)

2 (22%)

3 (38%)

1 (8%)

Dog mess

34 (43%)

5 (12%)

16 (39%)

18 (41%)

5 (50%)

1 (13%)

4 (44%)

4 (50%)

7 (58%)

Path surfaces

17 (22%)

15 (35%)

13 (32%)

10 (23%)

4 (40%)

2 (25%)

3 (33%)

2 (25%)

1 (8%)

Uncontrolled dogs

35 (44%)

11 (26%)

13 (32%)

23 (52%)

2 (20%)

4 (50%)

4 (44%)

1 (13%)

8 (67%)

Other

18 (23%)

15 (35%)

9 (22%)

13 (30%)

2 (20%)

5 (63%)

1 (11%)

1 (13%)

0 (0%)
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Table 19: Locations in the areas that respondents also visit.
Locations

No. of respondents

Hartley Wintney commons

20

Fleet Pond

17

Basingstoke Canal

15

Local footpaths

11

Yateley Common

11

Bramshill

10

Hawley Lake

7

Bramshill

4

Hawley Lake

4

Bramshill

4

Oak Common

3

Warren Heath

3

Bartley Heath

2

Castle Bottom

2

Moor Green Lakes

2

All over the UK

1

Basset Mead Hook

1

Bassetts Mead

1

Blackbush common

1

Bourley and Long Valley

1

Bowdown Woods

1

Caesars Camp

1

Chawton Park Woods

1

Close to home

1

Cricket Green

1

Different places from North Warnborough to East Fleet

1

Dinton Pastures

1

Elizabeth II Fields Dilly Lane

1

Elvetham Heath

1

Elvetham woods

1

Fields and woodland all over the area

1

Forest commision by star hill

1

Forestry Commission

1

Frensham ponds

1

Grange Lane wooded area

1

Hankley Common

1

Hook Common

1

Horseshoe lake

1

Hunt Common

1

Loddon Nature Reserve

1

Maiden Erlegh Nature Reserve

1
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Locations

No. of respondents

Many similar places in North Hampshire

1

Mattingley

1

Mildmay Common

1

Millenium orchard in Hartley Wintney for a short stroll

1

MOD lands

1

Most open spaces available for walking in Hart and elsewhere

1

Open country in most parts of northern Hampshire

1

Phoenix common

1

Rotherwick and Barley Mow

1

Sandhurst Park

1

Selborne Common

1

Winchfield canal

1

Table 20: Suggestions for changes to management for visitors at Hazeley Heath
Respondents suggestions for changes to management for visitors at Hazeley Heath
1.
2.

All path surfaces repaired and returned to the state they were in 3 or so years ago. More proper
bridle paths/rights of way, as roads are becoming increasingly dangerous to ride on.
Better access points; signage; less trees and damaging grasses etc.

3.

Better drainage for the pathways which are consistently muddy

4.

Better facilities for wheelchair users on main paths

5.

Better footpaths. Fencing could be set up if you are worried about this attracting more dog walkers.

6.
7.
8.

Better upkeep of access roads
Clearer sign posting on which paths are suitable for horses as horses seem to go everywhere and
churn up the mud.
Continue management, grazing .... Decrease nettles, bracken, scrub

9.

Control of dog walkers and dogs. Management of paths for horse riders

10. Further car parks are definitely not required.
11. Graze cattle again, it is natural management.
12. grazing reintroduced, more trees removed
13. Grazing to prevent heathland becoming wooded, but keep woodland present now. Improvement to
very muddy section of path half way down track to Perdies Farm on right.
14. horses kept to bridle ways, ( sorry to say ) bins for dog mess, some people seem unable to hold on
to their dog waste bag
15. I don't approve of cutting trees down on the RSPB land. Also RSPB have laid inadequate surfacing
on some paths in their land.
16. Ideally some notice boards better explaining the ecology and wildlife
17. If paths were maintained in poor weather it would stop 'new' path being created and trampling on
fauna and flora
18. It is important not to over mange it. It has been well used for the 30 years that I have been using it
regularly, is open to all with few rules and should stay that way.
19. Like what has been done in past 5 years, please continue.
20. More bridle paths ensuring that riders have access to safe off-road riding particularly where they
will link up with others to make circular routes.
21. More car parking spaces to be made available
22. More control on dog walkers
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Respondents suggestions for changes to management for visitors at Hazeley Heath
23. More control on dog walkers clearing up their dog mess.
24. More educated provided aiming towards dog walkers
25. More information boards about the wildlife and management plans
26. More intervention to re- establish the Heathland
27. \more open views
28. More parking
29. More parking spaces beside the B3011 will probably be wanted by many but I would be against this
as it will attract more dog walkers. I have led wildlife group walks at Hazely Heath (e.g. Hants Flora
Group on 17 Aug 2014) so we used the central pay & display car park in Hartley Wintney.
30. more signs to make everyone aware of rare wildlife and fencing enclosures
31. No changes. This common must remain open to visitors on foot or Horse with no restrictions on
where you are allowed to go.
32. Obviously a variety of types of management are necessary, depending on the need to keep the
heathland or maintain the heathland in the best possible way.
33. Parking away from Arrow lane junction - hazardous when trying to turn right out of arrow lane,
more poo disposal bins and bags
34. Paths infilled
35. Perhaps more path maintenance, particularly for wet periods. Bench on main path?
36. Perhaps some of the gorse could be cut back along some of the paths. Better control of Ragwort
particularly on the old tip site, maybe some spraying with 'Barrier H' which is environmentally safe
as it is citronella oil but seems to be very effective at controlling ragwort.
37. Some better surfaces or drainage where paths are excessively damp/muddy
38. The area where refuse has been placed over the years then covered with soil requires to have
brambles cut back.
39. The landfill area could benefit from bramble management by cutting. I know this is a matter raised
at the Consultative Group and hopefully will be actioned further. This will enable more open
walking for visitors. The Site was not well or properly filled as many inappropriate materials were
used.
40. Too many people walk off footpaths They do not seem aware of wildlife which should be left
undisturbed
41. Too many trees being cut down and making the ground too saturated. It's absolutely awful not to
[be able to] walk around.
42. Wish dog owners would clear up more after their pets. There are one or two areas near the
"boardwalk" where it is very muddy and gets worse with walkers etc. would further boarding be a
good idea or does the mud keep numbers lower?

Table 21: Suggestions for changes to management for wildlife at Hazeley Heath
Respondents suggestions for changes to management for wildlife at Hazeley Heath
Additional biodiversity favouring birds and butterflies
Answer to 11 [more bridleways] and clear signposting of these and footpaths will encourage the majority of
users to stay in designated areas without being dictatorial
As said above, faster implementation of plans such as 'the Atkins Plan'. There needs to be some prioritisation
of what type of management is needed in which part of the Heath.
Better protection needed
Cull some of the deer. The numbers are too high for their health and safety on the road.
Dogs on leads in bird breeding season, re-introduction of grazing
Grazing livestock
Grazing reintroduced permanently and extensively across the whole site rather than seasonal
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compartments.
Grazing to keep important habitats
Grazing would improve the heathland here; I feel the vegetation, especially heather is becoming overgrown
in some areas.
Having done a survey of fungi on the common for the RSPB, they will be lost as more woodland is removed
Heather and rare birds need to be protected by management
Horse riding control
I agree with keeping the birches in check.
I like to see heather and birds
Interventions when required are carried out speedily
It would be good for cattle to be grazed there again
Less activity
Less deer
Less wildlife seen at the South end over the past several years unfortunately.
More cutting of the small trees to open out various areas to assist ground nesting birds
More management of encroachment by brambles, possibly gorse, and definitely by the multiplying birch
trees and shrubs
More reversion to heathland, less building nearby: for many years we used to listen to Nightingales in spring.
With new houses adjacent to heath they haven't returned.
More trees
My only worry is that the management will increase in favour of ground nesting birds and that we will start
to lose the wonderful variety of wild life that we have now.
Needs grazing again
No fencing and self-closing gates
Not an expert so hope it’s right
People should be made aware of what is around them and they would take more care when walking.
Particularly the young teens
Road speed reduced to 40mph to protect wildlife
Roaming cattle or pony grazing
The other wildlife hasn't seemed to be taken into consideration, there is a lot of deer on the common who
have lost lots of protection with trees being removed on mass.
The richest areas botanically are the relatively new scrapes in the southern HDC area. This area is south of
the previous grazing trials and (like the rest of the common) it needs grazing to maintain the habitat.
The top part of the Heath seems to be very overgrown with brambles.... I'm no expert but this is not
'heathland' as I know it?
The upper heath was landfill and is, therefore, rich in nutrients, so it is unlikely to be able to be returned to
proper heath for decades.
We must ensure that the birds are protected. Keeping SSSI is essential to prevent building on this valuable
heathland.
We were happy with grazing trial and enjoyed seeing cattle. Any similar measure fine with us.

Table 22: Comments made by respondents about specific types of management.
Comments about controlled burning, grazing, cutting, vegetation stripping
A mix of all of the above [controlled burning, grazing, cutting, vegetation stripping]
All have pros and cons - it needs your expertise to decide what is best and when
Cattle grazing has affected the use of the heath as I avoid the area or take a different route. Dogs do not
understand the electric fence and get the inevitable electric shock.
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Comments about controlled burning, grazing, cutting, vegetation stripping
Controlled burning may not be possible due to proximity of houses and roads. Although it is a valuable
management technique, but can encourage gorse growth so site choice is important.
Controlled burning would be very difficult on this site. The short-term evidence from accidental fires,
however, is that they are generally beneficial.
Fires do occur during the summer that destroy the gorse etc. as a natural thing, vegetation stripping should
be carried out.
From having read your very comprehensive background paper and leaflet we would like to see the
heathland managed in the ways that will best and most effectively maintain the heathland. We feel quite
strongly that all users come to enjoy/make use of the heath, but it is the heath and its ecology and wildlife
and not the visitors that should take precedence in any management practices.
Gorse needs to be controlled. Also, large clumps of marsh grass.
Grazing in moderation
Horses grazing
I like to see the birds and Heather
I think to replicate the way the Heath was created a combination of management options is needed along
with buckets of patience.
I'm happy for the experts to do what is needed. We respect what they need to do and get out of their way.
They always drive carefully.
In the past controlled burning was always used for heather improvement, but probably not practical for this
common. Grazing must not happen as this will mean fencing, and that will always mean restrictions on
access. I am always at a loss to understand how grazing heavy animals does not disturb the ground nesting
birds that you are so fond of. If you do decide on grazing it must be done as per the trial in small areas at a
time where fencing will not be intrusive but still allow full access on
It is unattractive to have such large areas covered by nettles
Limited (small scale area) and infrequent mowing and vegetation stripping would probably be OK.
Lived here for since 1969. More wild life when regularly burned off.
More scrub and tree control needed
Mowing only in places
Over the years the amount of brambles and stinging nettles has vastly increased which maybe a contributing
factor to the reduction of the wild flowers which were quite common at one time
Ragwort control needs to be carried out in the summer, not autumn.
Reduce nettles, brambles and similar weeds on a regular basis. Thin out saplings. Keep mature trees. Keep
main paths mown. Burning could get out of control at times of dry weather.
The decision over when any one of these needs to be done and where needs to be left to the professionals
The first priority is to maintain the heathland via the appropriate methods. My view is that the heath is a
managed landscape, however wild it seems, and we need to continue to manage it.
The other areas only if the experts feel this is good for the wildlife and vegetation, and I would also like to
see the brambles removed [incomplete?]
The upper heath was a rubbish tip, so the land is quite rich and will take many years to get back to
heathland, if ever.
Vegetation stripping always has spectacularly beneficial results for the scarcer plants provided the scrapes
are made in the right place and are very shallow (so as not to remove too much of the seed bank). I have
seen a huge number of examples of this at Eelmoor Marsh, Ancells Farm Reserve, the MOD Aldershot
Heaths around the Bourley / Caesar's Camp area (where around a hundred new scrapes were made very
recently). Grazing is absolutely essential to maintain the botanical rarities on heathland,
You have not provided any scientific evidence from the grazing trial that grazing with the attendant fencing
and self-closing gates have provided any significant benefit either in terms of heathland
conservation/restoration and any increase in the list A birds or that there is any economic benefit over any
of the other ways of managing the common.
You'll probably need a combination of all to achieve desired outcome. Just wish less dog faeces still left
behind, dog owners need to understand this is a strong source of nitrogen.
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Table 23: Comments made by respondents about livestock type should grazing be continued.
Comments about type of livestock
Animal welfare is a problem. Especially if disease is found requiring animals to be kept at location after their
finish date.
As I stated this is not the right common for grazing. Any large scale fencing would change the easy access for
locals and the wild life.
AS previously said I do not believe that you have made any scientific or financial case for the introduction of
grazing with its attendant permanent fencing. You have the ability to introduce focus short term grazing
under the 10%/10ha rule [CA2006 s38] which you have not attempted to evaluate. If the 10% rule was
considered appropriate to meet any specific area conservation requirements either on its own or in
combination with the other available means i.e. mechanical and burning then it would depend on what
specific outcome was required but in any case it would be inappropriate for any pony grazing where there is
equestrian access.
Cattle are known to intimidate both people and dogs. Accidents do happen so I am not happy to see cattle
grazing.
Cattle did not appear to be a problem when introduced during the trial period of grazing.
Depends on how they are contained on the Heath.
Depends on what is hoped to be achieved. To really work, some grazing needs to be done in winter and only
some breeds could do this.
Don't like grazing
Excellent way of controlling grass growth.
Happy for anything of this ilk.
I don't want to see fencing on the common land - so I don't understand how grazing would be viable.
I feel that the grazing trial was excellent for controlling vegetation as intended
I found the cattle quite attractive and like horses. Not quite so sure about ponies as they can be right little
devils. Have no idea what a combination of both cattle and ponies might be like. Would each side keep
themselves to themselves? Seen it in New Forest where it seems ok.
I have concerns about the safety of mixing cattle and walkers/cyclists.
I have seen British Whites used well at other nature reserves we have visited. They seem very docile.
It is important not to have this take over the heath. The previous experiment with cattle grazing was
acceptable, albeit created an area where dogs had to be on a lead. However, this was a limited area so was
not a problem either to dog walkers or other users such as cyclists.
My only concern with livestock grazing is the fencing needed and the risk of livestock straying onto the fast
road particularly at night. What about controlling the ever increasing number of fallow deer???
Ponies tend to gather round people
Prefer rare breeds of cattle if this becomes a solution
The Grazing Trial undertaken became visibly beneficial in years 4. Grazing Trial recently undertaken proved
beneficial in Years 4 and particularly 5 when cattle numbers were increased and they were introduced to the
land earlier allowing to keep on top of the growth rather than have an 'abundance ' which they cherry picked
in earlier years. The effect is easily visible, today, a year later.
The previously grazed areas worked really well with controlling plants. As long as easy access gates are in
place this will work well.
There is the hazard of dogs (including ours) escaping into these fields however cattle are less likely to
present a problem/attraction to dogs. Didn't much like the electric fence used previously as dogs would
occasionally get shocks on it.
Visitor friendly breeds would need to be ensured with appropriate notices and measures to minimise things
such as dog nuisance and rustling.
Worry about care of these animals as it seems to be more open to vandalism/abuse than places like Fleet
ponds
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Comments about type of livestock
Would be a bit concerned about the reaction of my dog to cattle or ponies and would prefer not to keep
putting him on his lead due to this concern.
Year round grazing rather than summer only

Table 24: Comments made by respondents about the type of fencing they would prefer to be if grazing is
continued.
Comments about fencing
As above [concerns about keeping animals in] especially the risk of accidents if livestock stray onto the road.
Having farmed beef cattle for most of my life I have had experience of cows and cars arguing and it is not
good!!!
As I stated this is not the right common for grazing. Any large scale fencing would change the easy access for
locals and the wild life. DO NOT RUIN WHAT IS A BEAUTIFUL PLACE TO VISIT
As previously said I do not believe that you have made any scientific or financial benefit case for the
introduction of extensive grazing with its attendant permanent fencing and self-closing gates. You have the
ability to introduce focused short term intensive grazing in temporary fencing under the 10%/10ha rule [CA2006
s38] which you have not attempted to evaluate.
Beware overgrazing, there is need for some plants to be sheltered in order that they are used for egg/larvae,
e.g. viola for Dark Green Fritillary
Difficult to answer. The scale of the area fenced will depend on the outcome of the analysis of the pilot e.g. do
you need to rotate fenced/unfenced areas in which case it is better to have a number of small fenced areas.
Don't like grazing
Enclosures are acceptable for trial periods or necessary protection of specific area - in most cases temporary
Establish 'fields' for grazing. However the field boundaries would have to be moved regularly by the animal
farmer. Or rotate the boundaries within larger field areas.
Gates suitable for opening and closing from horseback, as have been used in past years, are essential to me
Happy with any of these, provided deer access is taken into consideration.
Horse riders should have the opportunity to ride outside of enclosures & not in with cows/ponies.
I appreciate is means a higher level of management, but would allow for better management of each plot by
moving the cattle between them.
larger area would allow natural grazing patterns and herd groupings
Not sure about perimeter fencing as this might give the impression that access is restricted, even if current
access points are maintained
Not sure if enclosure is total enclosure or whether it would have access points.
Perimeter fencing may not look nice but might prevent deer deaths
Perimeter fencing would need to be OK for young and mature deer to jump over
The fenced enclosures should have access points that are available to the public (for keen wildlife watchers like
me!) as well as to the management team.
The previous cattle grazing area worked well - and one clearly recognisable area for grazing rather than lots of
smaller ones would probably work better from the point of view of controlling dogs/allowing off-lead walking
for dogs.
The type of enclosure would depend on the species selected for grazing.
There are fenceless systems where animals wear a collar. A fence along the B3011 would still be a good idea
though
You question is bias as you do not state the typA17:A29e of fencing. The answers to this question are therefore
invalid.
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Table 25: Comments made by respondents regarding the provision of information at car parking points.
Comments on information
A clearer walking paths map would be helpful
Advice on controlling dogs.
Better signage and development of information.
Better signage within the common
Dos and don'ts on the common- dog and horse etiquette and asking for fungi and flowers to be preserved
Good quality heathland habitat is now a very precious resource and essential for the specialist flora & fauna
(especially invertebrates) that depend on it. The problem with putting in more car parking points is that it will
attract more people.
I do not use the parking points
I'd love to see details of what may be found given more frequently and more detail on the flora and fauna, but
I'm an information junkie so this might be more than most would like!
Information about where dog mess bins are sited and polite reminders to clear up after dogs would be good.
Information boards not visible enough near access points
I've only seen the info board opp. Arrow Lane but would like to see similar boards sited at other access points
Map of area, history of area, wildlife people might see
Maps and some idea of seasonal highlights
More info about the heathland - maintenance and wildlife and ecology - would be nice
More information boards about the wildlife and management plans
More information of wildlife and current management.
No comment on this item - I have no reference points
No details regarding rights and status for use by the public. No notice that cycling is only allowed on bridleways.
Not consistently managed today - could be more educational and up to date to promote the heathland
Requests for people to stay on footpaths and bridleways, particularly in nesting season.
See Q13 [Clear signposting of these [new bridle paths ensuring that riders have access to safe off-road riding
particularly where they will link up with others to make circular routes] and footpaths will encourage the
majority of users to stay in designated areas without being dictatorial]
Signs about disturbance of wildlife would be useful particularly in spring during nesting times
Tell dog walkers to keep dogs on leads in the spring and summer
The layby on the B3011 is in serious need of attention. Holes should be filled and a few lines to get people to
park perpendicular to the road
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